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Abstract: Droplet actuation using Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) technology has been widely employed in ‘lab-on-a-chip’ 
applications, such as for on-chip Polymerase Chain Reactions.  The current strategy uses the Exciter-Absorber mode (exciting a 
single InterDigital Transducer, IDT) to form a pure Travelling Surface Acoustic Wave (TSAW) and to actuate the droplet, where the 
velocity and direction of the droplet can be adjusted by controlling the on-off and amplitude of the excitation signals applied to a 
pair of IDTs.  Herein, in a way that is different from using the Exciter-Absorber mode, we propose a method of actuating droplets 
by using the Exciter-Exciter mode (exciting a pair of IDTs simultaneously), where the velocity and directional adjustment of the 
droplet can be realized by changing only one excitation parameter for the signals (the temporal phase shift, θ), and the droplet 
velocity can also be significantly improved.   Specifically, we report for the first time the equation of the vibration of the mixed 
waves (TSAW and Standing Surface Acoustic Wave (SSAW)) formed on the substrate surface using the Exciter-Exciter mode.  This 
is analyzed theoretically, where it is shown in this work that the amplitude and direction of the TSAW component of the mixed 
waves can be adjusted by changing θ.  Following that, the velocity and directional adjustment of the droplet has been realized 
by changing θ and the improvement of the droplet velocity has been verified on a one-dimensional SAW device, using this Exciter-
Exciter mode.  Moreover a series of experiments on droplet transportation, along different trajectories in an x-y plane, has been 
carried out using a two-dimensional SAW device and this has demonstrated the effectiveness of the θ changing-based approach.  
Here this Exciter-Exciter mode provides an alternative method for the transportation of droplets in ‘lab-on-a-chip’ applications. 

1. Introduction 
Microfluidics has been an important technology in the field of chemical analysis  [1] and biomedical research [2,3] for many 

years, widely employed in applications such as high-throughput screening [4,5], cell and tissue separation [6], and 

biochemical synthesis [7].  Here droplet manipulation is an important branch of microfluidic technology.  For decades, 

microfluidic technology has been combined with various techniques based on different physical principles such as 

hydrodynamics [8,9], electrodynamics [10] and electromagnetism [11,12] to manipulate droplets.  In addition to these, the 

technology of acoustofluidics [13] can be created through a combination of acoustics and microfluidics  [14-16], an approach 

which is important due to its property of being label-free [17] and showing high biocompatibility [18,19].  In the 

acoustofluidics applications reported, Bulk Acoustic Waves (BAWs)  [20], acoustic streaming [21], and Surface Acoustic 

Waves (SAWs) [22] are usually used to manipulate the droplets.  The standing BAWs can be used to actuate the levitated 

droplets in three-dimensional space without any contact being made  [23,24].  The manipulation of droplets uses acoustic 

streaming technology, that is capturing and actuating droplets floating on a layer of oil which is applied to the surface of 

a substrate, in which hydrodynamic traps induced by the acoustic streaming can be formed in the oil.  This has shown 

great value in applications to droplet merging and splitting [25], reagent mixing and so on [26], where the main characteristics 

seen are being contactless and allowing programmability  [27].  

In contrast, droplet manipulation using SAW technology refers to actuating the droplet using the acoustic pressure 

gradient formed inside the droplet, which is coupled with the SAW (where the droplet has a size much larger than the 

wavelength of the SAW) [28-30].  Specifically, when the droplet is placed in the propagation path of the Travelling Surface 

Acoustic Wave (TSAW, which can be formed on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate by exciting the InterDigital 

Transducers, IDTs), the acoustic energy can be radiated into the droplets to create an acoustic pressure gradient within 

them [31], and a sufficiently large pressure gradient will drive the droplets  [32-34].  This SAW-based droplet manipulation 

technology shows several advantages, including small equipment size  [35,36], convenience for an experimental setup and 

modular integration [37-39], features which have been widely employed in some ‘lab-on-a-chip’ applications, such as on-

chip Polymerase Chain Reactions (PCR) [1,40], on-chip collection of microorganisms  [41], and the transmission and merging 

of sample reagents [19,42,43]. 

The Exciter-Absorber mode (termed here the E-A mode) [44-46], has been routinely used to drive droplets in existing 

SAW-based droplet actuation applications.  Specifically, a radio frequency signal is applied to a single IDT to generate 

a pure TSAW, which then propagates on the surface of the piezoelectric substrate, and thus the droplet on the substrate 

can be actuated to move along the same direction as the TSAW [47,48].  When driving droplets in a straight line using the 

E-A mode, it is necessary to control the on-off and amplitude of the excitation signals of two IDTs respectively, in order 

to adjust the velocity and direction of the actuated droplet.  

Herein, in a way that is different from using the E-A mode, a method of actuating droplets by using the Exciter-Exciter 

mode has been proposed by the authors (i.e., exciting a pair of opposite IDTs at the same time, termed here the E-E mode).  
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Two advantages of the use of this E-E mode in actuating droplets have been theoretically analyzed and experimentally 

proved: (1) the velocity and direction of the actuated droplet could be adjusted by changing only one excitation parameter 

for the signals (temporal phase shift, θ), and (2) the velocity of the actuated droplet could be significantly increased.  Here 

this E-E mode has the potential to be a useful alternative to the traditional E-A mode for the actuation of the droplets, and 

it will benefit some ‘lab-on-a-chip’ applications using the SAW-based droplet manipulation technology, where not only 

can the control of the reagent transmission be simplified, but also its velocity can be improved.  

In this paper, considering the reflection of the surface acoustic wave at the IDTs in the open SAW device used in the 

E-E mode (which was usually ignored in previous studies), we report for the first time the equation for the mechanical 

vibration of the mixed waves (TSAWs and Standing Surface Acoustic Waves, SSAWs), formed on the substrate surface 

by using the E-E mode.  Following that, the amplitude and direction of the TSAW component in the mixed waves have 

been theoretically analyzed, where these can be adjusted by changing the frequency or the phase shift of the excitation 

signals applied to the two IDTs.  Thus, the adjustment of the velocity and direction of the droplet can be realized.  Here 

an experiment to investigate the adjustment of the velocity and direction has been carried out using a one-dimensional 

SAW device, where the effectiveness of the θ changing-based approach and the associated improvement in the droplet 

velocity have been demonstrated.  In addition, a two-dimensional SAW device with two pairs of orthogonal IDTs has 

been developed, where the temporal phase shifts in the E-E mode were used to control the droplets moving along different 
complex routes in an x-y plane.  It is noted here that the E-E mode is used to actuate droplets of a size much larger than 

the wavelength of the surface acoustic wave.  However, in previous studies, the E-E mode was often used to generate a 

pure SSAW in the microchannel placed on the substrate of a SAW device, where frequency or phase control of the IDTs 

had been employed to change the positions of the standing wave nodes and thus the particles or cells captured by the nodes 

could be manipulated [49-51].  However, these situations are different from the major objective and the key driving principle 

of the research reported herein. 

2. Underpinning theoretical background 
2.1. Description of the amplitude of the TSAWs  

A schematic of the vibration of the mixed TSAWs and SSAWs on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate in the E-E mode 

can be seen in Fig. 1.  The surface acoustic waves (SAWs) generated by each pair of fingers in the IDT are superimposed 

on each other, considering here the incident SAW being generated along the center l ine of each IDT.  Taking IDT 1# as 

an example, when the incident wave generated by IDT 1# propagates along the substrate surface to IDT 2# on the opposite 

side, electric reflection based on the acoustoelectric reemission, and acoustic reflection based on the different acoustic 

impedances between the transducer and the substrate is caused.  It is assumed here that the incident SAW excited by IDT 

1# will be totally reflected from the center line of IDT 2#, where L represents the distance between the incident center and 

the reflection center.  It is assumed that the incident and reflected waves generated by IDT 2# are created in a similar 

way.  Here θ represents the temporal phase shift of the two signals applied to the two IDTs.  

 
Fig. 1 Schematic of the excitation principle of the mixture of TSAWs and SSAWs using the SAW device in the Exciter-Exciter mode.  The red and 

blue solid lines represent the incident wave, A0∙cos(ωt) and A0∙cos(ωt+θ), excited by IDT 1# and IDT 2# respectively, and the red and blue dotted lines 

represent the corresponding reflected waves respectively (A0 represents the amplitude of the incident wave, that is a TSAW generated by one IDT).   

As shown in Fig. 1, IDT 1# and IDT 2# respectively generate TSAWs which will be totally reflected from the opposing 

side, and the incident wave and the reflected wave are superimposed to form SSAW 1# and SSAW 2#, where here the two 

SSAWs are superimposed symmetrically, without considering the effects of half-wave loss and the influence of the plate 

length on the reflection.  Following that, the vibrational displacement along the z direction of each particle on the 

substrate surface at time, t, and at a position, x, can be written as [52,53]: 

0( , ) 2 [cos cos cos( )cos( )]zd x t A t k x t k x kL  = + + +  

Here the spatial phase difference, α=kL-n∙2π=2π∙(
𝑐𝐿

𝑓
-n), where k represents the wavenumber of the SAW, c and f 

respectively represent the speed of the SAW propagating on the substrate and the excitation frequency of the signals, 

where ω=2πf, and n is an integer where α[0, 2), and thus the above equation can be rewritten as: 

0( , ) 2 [cos cos cos( )cos( )]zd x t A t k x t k x   = + + +                        (1) 

Here, as seen in Eq. 1, the two standing waves are numerically simulated and superimposed on each other.  Pure 

SSAWs, pure TSAWs or mixed waves of the two on the substrate can be formed when adjusting θ or α, and the 

corresponding curves representing the x positions and vibrational displacement (z-axis) are shown in Fig. 2.  As can be 

seen from the illustrations in the figure, Amax (shown by the dashed lines) and Amin (shown by the dash-dotted lines), 

represent the amplitudes of the SSAWs (ASSAW) and the amplitudes of the TSAWs (ATSAW), respectively [54,55].  The pure 

TSAWs can be formed when Amax equals Amin, where ATSAW reaches its maximum value, Apure TSAW. 
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Fig. 2 Graphs of the vibrational displacement (in the z direction) along the substrate when forming pure SSAWs, pure TSAWs or a mixture of SSAWs 

and TSAWs on the substrate. Here different coloured curves are used to represent the vibrational displacements at different times. The dashed lines show 

the maximum amplitudes (Amax) of all the particles on the surface of the substrate, and the dash-dotted line shows the minimum amplitudes (Amin), that 
is, the amplitude of the TSAW component, ATSAW. 

2.2. Methods for the amplitude and directional adjustment of the TSAWs by changing θ or α  

Method for adjustment of the amplitudes of the TSAWs.  Here the amplitudes of the TSAW component, ATSAW, propagating 

along the x-axis on the substrate, can be derived from Eq. 1 and is given by Eq. 2.  (It should be noted that the TSAWs 

in the E-E mode mentioned later in this paper refers to the TSAW component of the mixed waves). 
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of ATSAW reached a maximum, Apure TSAW, that is, when the pure TSAW is formed.  It can be noted that the values of θ1 

and θ2 are related to α, and these are given by: 
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It is noted that the value of ATSAW determines the velocity of the actuated droplet.  ATSAW reached its maxima when 

θ is set to θ1 or θ2, where the droplet will have its maximum velocity.  

Accordingly, the theoretical relationship between θ, α and ATSAW is shown in Fig. 3, and the relationship of the three 

variables is given in Fig. 3(a).  Taking certain values of θ and α, the curves showing the relationship between α and ATSAW 

(in the cases of θ=π/2 and θ
'
=π/4) are shown in Fig. 3(b), and the curves showing the relationship between θ and ATSAW 

(in the cases of α=3π/2 and 𝛼 '=7π/4) are shown in Fig. 3(c).  By analyzing Eq. 2, in Figs. 3 (b) and (c) it can be seen 

that θ and α have the same effects on ATSAW in the mixed waves.  Here the change of θ has been taken as an example in 

this section, and the method to adjust the amplitude and direction of the TSAWs has been analyzed.  It can be seen from 

Fig. 3(c) that as θ varies from 0 to 2π, there are not only two specific values of θ, θ1 and θ2, at which the pure TSAWs can 

be formed, and another two specific values of θ, 0 and π, at which the pure SSAWs can be formed, but also the two varying 

ranges of θ which are symmetric about π, and ATSAW can be adjusted by changing θ across either range. 
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Fig. 3 Theoretical relationship relating to θ, α and ATSAW.  (a) Relationship of the three variables.  (b) Graphs of the relationship between α and ATSAW 

where θ=π/2 (red curve) and θ
'
=π/4 (blue curve) respectively.  (c) Graphs of the relationship between θ and ATSAW where α=3π/2 (purple curve) and 

𝛼 '=7π/4 (orange curve) respectively.  The black dots in (b) and (c) indicate that pure TSAWs can be formed in this case.  (d) Top view of (a), illustrating 

the relationship across θ, α and the direction of the TSAW components in the mixed waves, where here the green / orange areas represent the TSAWs 

propagating in the positive / negative x-directions respectively. 

Relative maximum value of the amplitudes of the TSAWs.  As can be seen from Eq. 2, for a given value of α, the pure 

TSAWs can be formed when θ was set to θ1 or θ2, in this case, the relative maximum value of the amplitude of the TSAWs, 

Apure TSAW, can be obtained and is shown below: 

TSAW 02 sin=pureA A                                       (4) 

As shown in Eq. 4, the amplitudes of the pure TSAWs, Apure TSAW, vary with the values of α.  These values change in 

the expression, |2A0∙sin|, and the relative maximum value of Apure TSAW can reach 2A0.  As seen in Fig. 3(c), Apure TSAW 

reaches its relative maximum when θ1 is adjusted to π/2 or θ2 is equal to 3π/2, in the case of α being 3π/2.  It is noted that 

the amplitude of the TSAW formed is assumed to be A0 when exciting one IDT in the E-A mode – this means that the 

maximum amplitudes of the TSAWs formed can reach 2A0, when exciting a pair of IDTs in the E-E mode.  As a result, 

the upper limit of the amplitudes of the TSAWs can be doubled, and thus the velocity of the actuated droplets can be 

significantly increased. 

Method for adjustment of the directions of the TSAWs.  The velocity of the actuated droplet can be described by ATSAW, 

while its direction can be indicated by the directions of propagation of the TSAWs.  The pure TSAWs can be formed on 

the substrate when θ is given by θ1 or θ2, for different ranges of α, where the vibrational displacements can be written as: 

0 1

0 2
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                         (5) 

As shown in Eq. 5 and Fig. 3(c), the pure TSAWs can propagate in two opposite directions when changing θ over the 

two ranges, (0, ) and (, 2), at a given value of α.  Since θ and α have the same effects on the TSAWs, similarly it can 

be seen that the directions of the TSAWs can be also adjusted when changing α over the two ranges of (0, ) and (, 2), 

at a given value of θ.  As illustrated in Fig. 3(d), here the areas shown in green represent the TSAWs (formed on the 

substrate) which propagate along the positive direction of the x-axis when θ and α are set within the corresponding ranges, 

while the areas in orange represent the TSAWs propagating in the negative x-direction.  

In summary, when the mixture of the TSAWs and SSAWs is formed by using the E-E mode, both the amplitude and 

direction of the TSAWs can be adjusted by changing either the temporal phase shift, θ, or the spatial phase difference, α.  

In addition, when θ or α lies in the range of (0, ) or (, 2), not only are the directions of the TSAWs opposite, but also 

the amplitudes of the TSAWs can be continuously adjusted. 

2.3. Velocity and directional adjustment of the actuated droplets by changing θ or f  

When placing a droplet upon the surface of the substrate to interact with the TSAW propagating along the x-direction, generated by 

a single IDT, acoustic streaming will occur in the droplet of a size much greater than the acoustic wavelength in the fluid [32]. The 

total driving force, Fs applied to the droplet, is proportional to square of the amplitude of the TSAW [22]. Here the z direction-based 

displacement component of the TSAW was diffracted into the droplet at the Rayleigh angle, and the leaky component of the TSAW 

induces an acoustic pressure gradient inside the droplet.  A numerical simulation of this was carried out, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a), 

where the direction of the pressure follows the Rayleigh angle, R, which is defined as R= sin-1(vl/vs), where vl is the Rayleigh 

wave velocity in the liquid and vs is that in the solid [41].   

When the amplitude of the TSAW increases so that Fs∙sinR increases beyond the pinning force of the droplet, Fcl (the driving 

force of the TSAW will lead to the asymmetric deformation of the droplet, resulting in the pinning force, Fcl, due to the contact 

angle hysteresis [56,57]), the droplet will be actuated to move along the x-axis. Previous studies have shown that the larger the 

amplitude of TSAW, the faster the droplet will move [47,58,59]. However, there is no lateral propagating wave component interacting 

with the droplet on the substrate when the pure SSAW is formed, illustrated by the simulation results shown in Fig. 4(b), and there 

is no total x-direction acoustic driving force.  In summary, therefore, when actuating droplets using SAW technology, only TSAWs 

can drive the droplets, while SSAWs cannot [32,45]. 

 
Fig. 4 Numerical prediction of the acoustic pressure distribution in the droplet which has interacted with (a) the TSAW and (b) the SSAW (using COMSOL 

Multiphysics 5.5, http://www.comsol.com).  The deformations of the droplets are not shown in the simulation diagram, but the actual deformations are shown in 
the photograph on the right-hand side of each figure, (a) and (b). 

Therefore, as discussed above, the amplitudes and directions of the TSAWs generated can be adjusted by changing θ 

or α when using a SAW device excited in the E-E mode.  As a result, the velocities and directions of the droplets being 

moved on the substrate can be also controlled by the use of θ or α.  

http://www.comsol.com/
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It can be noted that from the definition of α in Eq. 1 (that is, α=kL-nkc/f), the relative distance between the two IDTs, 

L, and the speed of the SAW propagating on the substrate, c, are constant for a particular SAW device.  α can be adjusted 

by changing the frequency, f, of the excitation signals, due to the fact that a SAW device can be in resonance within a 

particular frequency range.  As a result, for an actual SAW device, the amplitude and direction of the TSAWs, in the 

mixed waves formed on the substrate in the E-E mode, can be adjusted by changing θ or f.  This allows the velocity and 

direction of the actuated droplets on the substrate to be changed, as will be demonstrated in the experiments reported in 

the following section. 

3. Experimental investigation of the velocity and direction of the droplets 
3.1. One-dimensional SAW device fabrication   

In this work, to verify the effectiveness of the two proposed methods for the adjustment of the velocity and direction of 

the droplets, a pair of IDTs was deposited in parallel on a 128° YX lithium niobate (LiNbO3) piezoelectric wafer (500 μm 

thick) by e-beam evaporation of Cr (5 nm, adhesive layer) and Au (80 nm).  The one-dimensional SAW device developed 

is shown in Fig. 5(a), where each IDT was composed of 30 pairs of periodically arranged finger electrodes. The interdigital 

period of each IDT was 100 μm and each electrode was 9 mm long and 25 μm wide, corresponding to the IDTs design 

frequency of 39.70 MHz.  Prior to the experiment being carried out, a layer of fluorosilicone polymer was coated on the 

surface of the LiNbO3 substrate to improve the hydrophobic and oleophobic performance, to increase the velocity of the 

droplets that were actuated and keep them in shape as they moved.  In addition, the SAW device was mounted on an 

IDT-driver board, which had two signal input ports.  

Here the properties of the SAW bandpass filters were used to detect the resonant frequencies of the IDTs.  

Specifically, a voltage of 20V, at a frequency chosen over the range from 39.0 MHz to 40.2 MHz, was applied to IDT 1#, 

while the voltages on IDT 2#, being used as the receiver, could be sampled and these shown in Fig. 5(b) (as the blue curve).  

Similarly, the voltages on IDT 1#, when used as the receiver, are shown in Fig. 5(b) (as the red curve).  As can be seen 

from Fig. 5(b), the signals received from the two IDTs are highly consistent with each other.  However, their resonant 

frequencies had shifted slightly from the theoretical design frequencies, due to both the errors during the fabrication 

process and the loading from the metal electrodes.  The actual resonant frequency bandwidth of the SAW device 

developed was experimentally obtained to be in the range from 39.50 MHz to 39.70 MHz, and thus the excitation 

frequencies of the IDTs used were changed to be within this range in the experiments carried out.  In addition, α was also 

changed over this range to adjust the velocity and direction of the droplets considered.  

 
Fig. 5 SAW device developed in this work and results reported on the detection of its resonant frequency.  (a) photograph of the SAW device and the 

IDT-driver board.  (b) relationship between the values of the excitation frequency within the resonant frequency bandwidth and the voltages on the IDT 

being used as the receiver.  

3.2. Velocity and direction adjustment of the actuated droplets, by changing θ or α  

θ changing-based approach.  It can be seen from the above that the velocity and direction of the actuated droplets can be 

adjusted by changing the value of θ.  In order to demonstrate that, the developed SAW device has been used to actuate 

the droplets.  Two sinusoidal radio frequency signals (provided by a SAW generator developed by the authors) were 

respectively applied to the two IDTs in parallel, these signals having the same amplitude, U0, of 28 V, the same frequency, 

f, of 39.50 MHz, as well as a temporal phase shift, θ, varying from 0° to 360°.  Since the propagation of the TSAWs 

between the two IDTs can be regarded as a flow of mechanical energy, an indirect ATSAW measurement method has been 

used (with an oscilloscope).  This was based on the energy flow approach being used to obtain the amplitudes of the 

voltages on these two IDTs.  Specifically, the relative values of the amplitudes of the TSAWs can be represented by the 

absolute value of the voltage difference measured between the two IDTs, where the directions of the TSAWs are indicated 

by the signal direction. 

In this way, the amplitude and direction of the TSAWs, varying with θ, were obtained experimentally, as shown by 

the red squares in Fig. 6.  It can be noted that the amplitude values of the TSAWs, ATSAW, calculated and measured in 

this work are the relative values (this will no longer be emphasized below).  The amplitudes of the TSAWs, A0, generated 

by exciting one single IDT, were used as the relative reference in the theoretical calculation, while the input voltage, U0, 

applied to each IDT, can be regarded as the relative reference in the experimental measurement.  
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Fig. 6 ATSAW and the velocities of the droplets plotted against θ.  The red squares and the black curves represent the experimental values of ATSAW and 
the theoretical relationship respectively, while the blue dots represent the average velocities, where each average value was obtained over four 

measurements.  Here the area and the arrow (shown in green) respectively represent the TSAWs and the droplets both propagating along the positive 

x-direction, and verse versa for the area and the arrow (shown in orange) propagating in the negative x-direction.  U0=28 V, f=39.50 MHz.    

Prior to these experiments being carried out, ethanol droplets were loaded onto the LiNbO 3 substrate using a 

micropipette, allowing each droplet to have a volume of about 0.8 μL and a diameter ranging from 900 to 1200 μm.  The 

steps in the operation carried out and the environment of each test have been kept the same to avoid any interference from 

differences in the contact angles of the droplets, the temperature or the hydrophobicity of the substrate surface on the 

velocities of the droplets.  Compared with the water droplets, it was easier not only to move the ethanol droplets, but also 

to adjust them over a wider velocity range.  A high-speed video camera (type GS3-U3-51S5C-C, FLIR) was used to 

record the movements of the droplets at 60 frames per second, where the reading error of the center of the droplet was 

approximately ±1 pixel (±21 μm).  As a result, the absolute error in the velocity of the droplet was approximately ±1.2 6 

mm/s.  Then the values of the velocity of the droplets, varying with θ, were obtained by processing the images of the 

recorded videos, and the results were plotted as the blue dots in Fig. 6.  It can be seen that the droplet moved in the 

opposite direction when θ was changed over the two ranges, (0°<θ<180°) and (180°<θ<360°).  Here, when θ was set to 

be 110° or 250°, not only had the values of ATSAW their maxima, but also the actuated droplets reached their maximum 

velocities in their own directions (15.2mm/s and 14.3mm/s, respectively), and also the entire curve was symmetric about 

180°.  In summary, the experiments carried out have demonstrated that the directions and the velocities for the droplet 

can be adjusted by program-based changing of θ only, when the value of α is fixed (which means the excitation frequency, 

f, remains constant).  

α changing-based approach.  The above experiments carried out have demonstrated the effectiveness of the method to 

adjust the velocity and the direction of the droplets actuated, by changing the value of θ.  As discussed theoretically in 

Section 2 (α had the same effect as θ on the TSAWs in the E-E mode), it can be concluded that the velocity and direction 

can also be adjusted by changing α.  As discussed above, the value of α of a SAW device can be adjusted by changing 

the frequency, f, of the excitation signals applied to it.  Here the method used for the measurement of α of the SAW 

device, at a series of different values of f, is described: the graph of the experimental relationship as ATSAW varies with θ 

at a given value of f was measured, and as a result the values of θ1 and θ2, which correspond to the maxima of ATSAW can 

be found.  As a result, the values of α can be obtained using Eq. 3, as well as the directions of the TSAWs.  Taking Fig. 

6 as an example, it can be seen that ATSAW reached a relative maximum at θ1=110°, where the TSAWs propagated in the 

positive x-direction, and thus it can be determined that α=70° (i.e. (180°- α) = 110°).  Alternatively, ATSAW reached a 

relative maximum value at θ2=250°, while the TSAWs propagated in the negative x-direction, and thus α can be calculated 

also to be 70° (i.e. (180°+ α) = 250°).  Following this method of measuring α, as f increased from 39.30 MHz to 39.90 

MHz (in intervals of 0.01 MHz), the values of θ1 and the directions of the corresponding TSAWs were measured.  Here 

the area and the arrows shown in green or orange represent the TSAWs propagating along the positive or negative x-

directions, respectively: then accordingly the values of α were calculated and are shown as the red squares in Fig. 7.  

 
Fig. 7 Experimental and theoretical relationships between f and α.  The red squares and the black graph represent the experimental values and the 

theoretical relationship with α, respectively. 
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It can be noted that the speed, c, of the SAW propagating on the 128° YX LiNbO3 substrate is 3900 m/s, and the 

distance between the two IDTs, L, is 9.04 mm (as illustrated in Section 3.1).  As a result, the relationship between f and 

α can be calculated theoretically, and this has been plotted as a graph (shown in black in Fig. 7), over the range of f varying 

from 39.10 MHz to 40.10 MHz.  As can be seen from Fig. 7, the experimental values of α are highly consistent with the 

theoretical graph: however, part of the experimental values of α over the range of [0,2π) cannot be obtained by changing 

f – in other words, there will be ‘blind spots’ when using the α changing-based approach.  In addition, the amplitudes of 

the SAWs at a series of values of f within the resonant frequency bandwidth are different (as seen in Fig. 5(b)), which 

results in an interference factor during the process of the adjustment of α, by changing f.  It can be concluded that of the 

two methods considered for the adjustment of the velocity and direction (θ changing-based and α changing-based 

approaches), the θ changing-based approach offers greater linearity and more convenience when actuating a droplet using 

a SAW device in the E-E mode. 

3.3. Measurement of the velocity of the droplet  

Measurement of the relative maximum velocity of the droplet.  As discussed theoretically in Section 2.2, Apure TSAW is equal 

to |2A0∙sin| at a given value of α in the E-E mode.  This means that the values of Apure TSAW are related to those of α (that 

is, related to f).  In other words, there exists an optimal excitation frequency, f, at which the relative maximum velocity 

of the droplet can be reached. 

In this work, a series of values of Apure TSAW of the SAW device was experimentally measured and plotted (as shown 

by red squares in Fig. 8) when θ was adjusted to θ1, for different values of f.  Following that, the relative maxima of the 

velocities of the droplets were measured (and are shown by the blue dots in Fig. 8).  Since θ1 and θ2 are symmetric about 

, therefore, only the values of Apure TSAW at θ1 were measured in this experiment.  It can be seen that the values of both  

Apure TSAW and the relative maximum velocities reach their peaks at a frequency of 39.50 MHz.   

 
Fig. 8 Experimental and theoretical values of Apure TSAW plotted against f, and the relative maximum values of the velocity of the droplet at different values 

of f.  The input voltage, U0=28 V, and f increased from 39.30 MHz to 39.90 MHz (in an interval of 0.01 MHz). 

Velocity advantage of the actuated droplets in the E-E mode.  Compared with the traditional E-A mode, the amplitudes of 

the pure TSAWs excited using the E-E mode, will be doubled at the same value of U0 (as shown in Eq. 4).  As a result, 

the droplets actuated using the E-E mode can move faster.  In order to compare the velocities of the droplets actuated in 

the two modes, a series of experiments has been carried out using the one-dimensional SAW device developed, and the 

relationships between the velocities and U0 were measured, and these are shown in Fig. 9.  It can be noted that the velocity 

measured in the E-E mode was the maximum, which can be achieved at a given value of U0.  

 

Fig. 9 Relationships between the velocities and the input voltage, U0, in the E-A mode and the E-E mode.  The gray triangles represent the velocities 

of the droplets driven in the E-A mode and the dots represent the maximum velocities of the droplets driven in the E-E mode.  Here f=39.50 MHz, U0 
varies from 18 V to 34 V (in intervals of 2 V).  The volume of droplets of each test has been kept at 0.8 μL and the steps in the operation and the 

environment of each test have been kept the same.  It is noted that when using the E-A mode, a single IDT was activated and a layer of removable 

sound-absorbing adhesive was applied to cover the opposite IDT, where the sound waves propagated from the activated IDT could be temporarily 
absorbed and a pure TSAW without a standing wave component could be formed in the E-A mode. 

As shown in Fig. 9, the droplets cannot be moved at smaller values of U0 because there were more SSAWs remaining 

in the mixed waves formed on the substrate, and this prevents the droplets from being driven.  As the value of U0 was 
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raised, the maximum velocities of the droplets driven in the E-E mode gradually increased compared to those seen using 

the E-A mode. Here the velocities of the droplets driven in the E-E mode reached 39.97 mm/s in the positive x-direction 

and 36.38 mm/s in the negative x-direction (at U0 equal to 34V), compared to values of only 21.38 mm/s and 18.87 mm/s 

respectively in the E-A mode.  It can be concluded, that compared to the E-A mode, the upper limits of the velocities of 

the droplets can be raised using the E-E mode, as indicated, by 87.0% in the positive x-direction and 92.8% in the negative 

x-direction for this SAW device. 

4. Transportation of a droplet in an x-y plane by adjusting θ 
4.1. Two-dimensional SAW device fabrication   

In this work, a single droplet with a volume of about 1.4 μL on the substrate has been transported by adjusting θ in the E-

E mode, where a two-dimensional SAW device deposited with two pairs of orthogonal IDTs was used.  The two-

dimensional SAW device and its IDT-driver board developed are shown in Fig. 10 (a), where each of the four IDTs was 

made up of 20 pairs of electrodes deposited in parallel and spaced uniformly, with an acoustic aperture of 10 mm and an 

interdigital period of 300 μm.  Accordingly, the design frequency of the IDTs was calculated to be 19.85 MHz, while the 

actual excitation frequency was measured to be 20.40 MHz.  The experiments carried out have demonstrated that not 

only can the pure TSAWs be formed in the negative or positive directions at θ1=80° or θ2=280° respectively, but also the 

droplets can be actuated to the highest velocities.  

 
Fig. 10 Two-dimensional SAW device and the time-lapsed trajectories of the droplet transported along the oblique lines shown.  (a) photograph of the 

SAW device with two pairs of orthogonal-placed IDTs, and the IDT-driver board.  The area set for the droplet transportation was marked by the red 

dotted lines (and enlarged with a scale bar of 5 mm).  (b)~(e) (see Video S1~S4) Time-lapsed trajectories of the droplet transported along oblique 
straight lines: where (b) 45°, (c) 30°, (d) -45°, and (e) -25°.  Each image is a composite of four images taken at different time steps, and the central 

circles of the droplets were used to represent their positions (instead of the complete contours of the droplets).  Here U0=38 V, f=20.40 MHz, (Scale 

bars: 5mm). 

4.2. Transportation of the droplet by adjusting θ in the E-E mode  

The two-dimensional SAW device was used to move a droplet on the surface of the LiNbO3 substrate.  Here signals with 

an excitation frequency, f, of 20.40 MHz, and with an input voltage, U0, of 38 V, were applied to four IDTs placed in the 

x and y-directions (all were excited in the E-E mode).  Subsequently, the temporal phase shift of the IDTs in the x-

direction, θx, was fixed at 280°, while only θy of the IDTs in the y-direction was changed to adjust the velocity and the 

direction of the droplet actuated along the y-direction.  Specifically, when θy was equal to 280°, the droplet moved along 

an oblique line of 45° on the substrate, and the trajectory is shown in Fig. 10(b).  When θy equaled 220°, the droplet can 

be actuated to be transported along an oblique line at 30°, with the trajectory shown in Fig. 10(c).  Similarly, when θy 

was set to 80° and 140°, the droplets can move along the oblique lines at -45° and -25° respectively, as shown in Fig. 10(d) 

and (e).  

In addition, the droplet can be also transported along more complex routes.  The SAW device developed in this work 

was excited in the E-E mode, by sequentially adjusting θx and θy within the ranges of (0, 180°) and (180°, 360°), 

respectively.  Fig. 11 shows the time-lapsed ‘H, I, T - shaped’ trajectories of the droplet.  Herein, an Arduino Due board 

was used as the main controller in the SAW generator developed by the authors, to control a Direct Digital Synthesis 

technology-based chip (DDS chip) to output high-frequency signals (Channel 1-4) with independently adjustable 

frequencies, amplitudes and phase shifts, which were applied to the four IDTs to excite the SAW, after being amplified 

by power amplifiers.  The change of the values of the phase shift of Channel 1 and Channel 2 (that is, θx) and that of 

Channel 3 and Channel 4 (that is, θy) was pre-programmed in the Arduino to control the movement of the droplet along 

the trajectories designed.  Taking the ‘H - shaped’ trajectory as an example, the sequence of the adjustment of the phase 

shifts was as follows (i) θx =0° and θy =80° for 3s, (ii) θx =0° and θy =280° for 1.5s, (iii) θx =280° and θy =0° for 2s, (iv) θx 

=0° and θy =280° for 1.5s, (v) θx =0° and θy =80° for 3s. 
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Fig. 11 (see Video S5~S7) Time-lapsed ‘H, I, T - shaped’ droplet trajectories using the E-E mode, respectively shown in (a), (b), and (c).  Here U0=38 
V, f=20.40 MHz, (Scale bars: 2 mm).  Here in each illustration of the control of the droplet transportation, the IDTs were excited in the E-E mode, and 

the droplet was placed on the substrate and was kept still for 5 seconds, where the initial phase shifts were set to be θx =0, θy=0.  Then the phase shifts 

began to be changed, and thus the droplet began to move.  The colours of the trajectories in the graphs represent the time scale from the beginning of 
the droplet movement.  The temperature of the droplet before and after the movement was measured to be (a) 33.4℃ - 39.9℃, (b) 33.2℃ - 37.5℃, (c) 

32.7℃ - 38.8℃ (where the experiments were carried out at room temperature of ~25 ℃). 

Conclusions 
In this paper, the method of actuating droplets by exciting mixed TSAW and SSAW on the surface of a piezoelectric 

substrate, using the Exciter-Exciter mode, has been proposed.  Firstly, the vibrational equation of the mixed waves 

formed on the substrate in the E-E mode has been described, and the expression for the amplitude and the direction of the 

TSAW component of the mixed waves has been derived.  On this basis, a method for the adjustment of the velocity and 

direction of the droplets through changing the temporal phase shift, θ, actuated by the SAW device used and excited in the 

E-E mode, has been proposed theoretically. 

Following that, a one-dimensional SAW device was fabricated and used to actuate the droplets loaded on the substrate, 

where two advantages of the E-E mode, compared with the routine E-A mode, have been demonstrated.  These are (1) 

the velocity and the direction of the actuated droplets can be adjusted by changing only θ, which can improve the 

convenience and programmability of making this adjustment, and (2) the velocity of the actuated droplets can be 

significantly increased.  Moreover, on-chip droplet transportation along different trajectories has been carried out, by 

adjusting the value of θ of the IDTs on a two-dimensional SAW device.  Here this use of the E-E mode provides an 

alternative method to actuate the droplets, which is important for several ‘lab-on-a-chip’ applications, used in the fields of 

chemical analysis and biomedical research. 
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